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Abstract

When translating text inputs into layouts or images, ex-

isting works typically require explicit descriptions of each

object in a scene, including their spatial information or

the associated relationships. To better exploit the text in-

put, so that implicit objects or relationships can be prop-

erly inferred during layout generation, we propose a Lay-

outTransformer Network (LT-Net) in this paper. Given a

scene-graph input, our LT-Net uniquely encodes the seman-

tic features for exploiting their co-occurrences and implicit

relationships. This allows one to manipulate conceptually

diverse yet plausible layout outputs. Moreover, the decoder

of our LT-Net translates the encoded contextual features

into bounding boxes with self-supervised relation consis-

tency preserved. By fitting their distributions to Gaussian

mixture models, spatially-diverse layouts can be addition-

ally produced by LT-Net. We conduct extensive experiments

on the datasets of MS-COCO and Visual Genome, and con-

firm the effectiveness and plausibility of our LT-Net over

recent layout generation models. Codes will be released at

LayoutTransformer.

1. Introduction

Text-to-image (T2I) generation takes the input text de-

scriptions and converts them into realistic images, which

would benefit a massive number of applications including

computer-aided design, art generation and image editing

emerging, it attracts the attention from researchers in com-

puter vision and deep learning communities. In addition

to the need to output high-quality images [19, 26, 27], the

main challenge in T2I lies in the generation of plausible im-

ages, with semantic relationships preserved across different

objects. Thus, how to bridge the gap between semantic and

perceptual information requires the efforts from researchers

in the fields of computer vision and machine learning.
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Figure 1. Layout generation with conceptual and spatial diversity.

Given a scene graph input, we aim to produce diverse plausible

layouts with the ability to exploit implicit objects/relations.

A common challenge in text-to-layout or image is that,

objects and their relations described in text sentences may

not be easily described, which would result less plausible

outputs. Therefore, Johnson et al. [8] choose to convert tex-

tual input into scene graph (SG) as an intermediate text rep-

resentation, which explicitly defines the objects and their

relationships in a scene. Generally, the task of SG-to-image

can be decomposed into the following two steps: SG-to-

layout [6, 9, 12] and layout-to-image [13, 25, 21, 1] gen-

eration. The former focuses on modeling the geometric

properties of objects while retaining their semantic char-

acteristics. The latter targets at synthesizing realistic im-

ages conditioned on the given layout configuration. To ad-

dress text-to-layout generation, [9] apply a variational au-
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VAE based GCN based Transformer based

LayoutVAE Sg2Im Grid2Im NDN CanonicalSg2Im Ours

Layout Configuration - X X X X X

Inferring spatial relation - - X X X X

Generating semantic-equivalent relation - - - - X X

Complex scene graph - - - - X X

Spatially-diverse Layout Generation X - - X X X

Conceptually-diverse Layout Generation - - - - - X

Table 1. Comparisons of recent approaches on scene graph to layout generation.

toencoder (VAE) to model the layout distribution of objects.

Alternatively, [12, 6] utilize Graph Convolution Network

(GCN) [5] to extract the semantic information of the input

SG and utilize VAE to regress the output layouts.

Although the use of SG allows possible inference of im-

plicit relationships between objects in a scene, it cannot eas-

ily exploit and handle static objects or background, and thus

the resulting layout might not be satisfactory. For example,

the SG triplet of Man-walks-Dog implies the potential ob-

jects of tree, grass, pavement, since such static objects or

those in the background are related to walk and dog. Such

co-occurrences are conceptually realistic and can be pos-

sibly exploited during training. Moreover, given a prop-

erly derived SG, how to produce diverse layouts (i.e., those

with different yet plausible compositions) and avoid possi-

ble mode collapse problems would be among the difficulties

in text-to-layout generation.

To overcome the above challenges, we propose a novel

LayoutTransformer Network (LT-Net) in this paper. Fol-

lowing [8], our LT-Net starts from SG as the input text de-

scription. In order to exploit the implicit objects or relations

in a SG input, we present a masked language model (MLM)

based on BERT [4]. Preserving the input graph characteris-

tics, our MLM uniquely learns the contextual representation

with object co-occurrence information exploited, allowing

generation of conceptually related yet diverse outputs. As

for layout synthesis, we advance the transformer decoder

which sequentially produces the bounding boxes for each

object/relation, whose distribution is modeled by Gaussian

Mixture Models [20]. This decoder design allows spatially

diverse layout components. Finally, a visual-textual co-

attention module is deployed for layout refinement.

We now highlight the contributions as follows:

• We propose a novel framework of LayoutTransformer

Network (LT-Net), which takes scene-graph inputs for

layout generation, with the ability to produce concep-

tually and spatially diverse outputs.

• Our LT-Net jointly encodes object/relation, pair and

sentence-wise information from SG inputs, which not

only learns to recover the semantic information also

exploits implicit objects and relations for conceptual

diversity guarantees.

• Our decoder utilizes Gaussian mixture models to de-

scribe spatial outputs for each object/relation, model-

ing the desirable distributions.

• Visual-textual co-attention is performed to refine the

layout output, which jointly observes the conditions of

derived semantic and spatial representations.

2. Related works

2.1. Texttoimage synthesis

Generating realistic images from text descriptions ben-

efits a wide range of computer vision applications. [19]

propose an end-to-end trainable network generating image

conditioned on sentence description. [26] use a two-stage

GAN to progressively generate images with higher resolu-

tion. Following [24], they design a cross-modality attention

module with an eye to align the content of the generated im-

age and the conditioned text. [7] decompose the generating

process into multiple stages. They first predict the objects

and their layout in the scene, then construct the segmenta-

tion masks conditioned on the predicted layout and image.

Recently, [14] present a novel object-level attention mech-

anism to generate semantically meaningful images. Never-

theless, existing methods might not be able to describe and

manipulate the image content in terms of the composition

and particular attributes.

2.2. From scene graphs to layouts or images

For the task of layout generation, [9] propose Layout-

VAE which takes a set of object labels as inputs and pre-

dicts both the number of instances of each category, as well

as the corresponding scene layout. Since the input of Lay-

outVAE might not sufficiently describe the scene of interest,

the use of scene graphs (SG) as an intermediate text repre-

sentation [8] is generally preferable. For example, [12] pro-

pose neural design networks (NDN) by integrating graph

convolution network (GCN) and conditional VAE to gener-

ate design layouts from the given user-specified constraints.

However, it is only designed to model a limited number of

classes and relationships. [1, 3, 25, 17, 22] also struggle
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Figure 2. Architecture of LayoutTransformer Network (LT-Net), with modules of Object/Relation Predictor P , Layout Generator G, and

Layout Refiner (Visual-Textual Co-Attention). Note that predictor P encodes the input scene graph in terms of different semantic attributes

into contextual features f . Generator G interprets such contextual features into layout-aware representation c, which predicts the bounding

box information b with distributions matching the learned Gaussian distribution models θ. Finally, the co-attention module jointly observes

the generated bounding boxes and the contextual representations for refining the final layout. See Section 3 for detailed discussions.

as the complexity of the SG increases. Recently, [6] learns

canonical graph representations from the data, resulting in

performance improvement on layout generation with com-

plex scenes. Nevertheless, existing layout generation ap-

proaches generally are not designed to observe or model

implicit objects and relationships from the given SG. Thus,

conceptually diverse layouts cannot be produced.

As for layout-to-image generation, [13, 29] utilize GAN

to generate layouts from the component attributes, while

[1, 25, 21, 17] are designed to handle configurable inputs.

Nevertheless, the above methods cannot infer and synthe-

size implicit objects or background information. In Table 1,

we compare the characteristics of recent layout/image gen-

eration approaches and highlight the novelty of our LT-Net.

3. Methodology

3.1. Notations and Algorithmic Overview

For the sake of completeness, we first define the nota-

tions to be used in this paper. To convert SG into the input

format required by the transformer network [23], we con-

vert each subject-relation-object triplet in the SG into a se-

quential data in a randomly order S = {s1, s2, ...sT } (T

denotes the number of words) and separate triplets with a

special token of “SEP”. Given such inputs, our goal is to

produce plausible yet diverse layouts in terms of bounding

boxes B = {b1, b2, ..., bT }. To achieve this, we propose a

LayoutTransformer Network (LT-Net), as shown in Fig. 2.

In LT-Net, we have a unique object/relation predictor P for

modeling the semantic information from the observed se-

quential input s1:T , which extracts the contextualized rep-

resentations f1:T describing the associated semantic infor-

mation, with f̄ max-pooled over f1:T ) describing that of the

input scene. On the other hand, the module G in our LT-Net

serves as a decoder/generator, containing a layout feature

extractor F , followed by a GMM components parameter-

ized by θ. This is to model and produce diverse layouts

B = {b1 , b2 , ...bT} from the learned contextualized rep-

resentations of each object. Finally, by jointly observing

the sequentially-produced layout and the contextual repre-

sentation of the entire scene, we introduce a Visual-Textual

Co-Attention (VT-CAtt) module for layout refinement with

spatial and semantic information guarantees.

It is worth repeating that, our LT-Net not only gener-

ates spatially-diverse layouts given the SG input, it also

learns co-occurrences among objects and relationships, so

that conceptually diverse outputs exploiting implicit ob-

ject/relation information can be achieved.

3.2. Learning Object/Relationaware Embedding

Given a SG input S, our Object/Relation Predictor P de-

rives contextualized representations f1:T = {f1, f2, ..., fT }
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for each object/relation, with the goal of describing its se-

mantic and spatial information, exhibiting the ability in in-

ferring the implicit objects or relations in the given SG.

Instead of applying standard recurrent models for encod-

ing S, we have P embed s1:T into a relation-aware and

object-discriminative embedding eP
1:T by decomposing s1:T

into different types of features: word embedding ew
1:T , ob-

ject ID embedding eo
1:T , sentence ID embedding es

1:T , and

part-of-pair (PoP) ID embedding e
p
1:T . Following [4], the

word embedding ewt describes the features of the tth ob-

ject/relation. The object ID embedding eot , as depicted in

Fig. 2, is expressed order numbers which distinguish be-

tween different instances of the same object category (i.e.,

with the same ewt ). The sentence ID embedding est is to

identify different triplets in the input SG. In order to spec-

ify the semantic role (i.e., subject, relation, or object) st in

each sentence of the input, we uniquely utilize the Part-of-

Pair (PoP) ID e
p
t for each st in a sentence.

We concatenate the above semantic features to form the

embedding eP
1:T = [ew

1:T ⊕es
1:T ⊕e

p
1:T ⊕eo

1:T ], which serves

as the input of our relation predictor P for learning the

contextualized feature vectors f1:T . To allow P for cap-

turing conceptually diverse embedding and exploiting the

co-occurrence among objects and relationships, we follow

BERT [4] and adapt the masked language model to train the

predictor P . Specifically, we randomly choose 45% of the

input triplets, with uniform probability for each subject, re-

lation, object in the selected triplet to be masked. Moreover,

if the t-th word is chosen, it would be replaced by the token

“MASK” for 80% of the time, while it remains unchanged

for 20% of the time. This strategy allows our LT-Net to

preserve the semantic properties of the unmasked word. Fi-

nally, we have the output contextual features ft to predict ŝt
via a single linear layer.

We note that, our predictor P not only outputs the

masked words, it also recovers their object and PoP IDs.

Thus, the objective function Lpred for training P observes

the cross-entropy losses for the matching word, object ID,

and PoP ID between the masked input st and the recon-

structed ŝt, which is calculated by:

Lpred = CrossEntropy(st, ŝt). (1)

With the contextual feature embedding f1:T output by

P , we further perform max-pooling over f1:T into f̄ , which

would serve as the contextual representation of the entire in-

put SG (for later layout generation and refinement purposes.

3.3. Stochastic Layout Generation

3.3.1 Generative model based on Gaussian Mixture

Models

The layout generator G aims to produce layout bounding

boxes in a scene. Extended from a transformer-based de-

coder, G jointly and sequentially interprets semantic and

spatial information, and translates them into diverse bound-

ing box outputs B = {b1, b2, ..., bT }. For each subject and

object in f1:T , its output is defined as the location and size

of the associated bounding box, i.e., bt = (xt, yt, wt, ht),
bt ∈ {bsub, bobj}. As for the relation words, we output the

box disparity between its associated subject and object pair

instead, i.e., bt = (∆xt,∆yt), bt ∈ {brel}. We now discuss

how our generator G performs this process.

For each word, our G jointly takes the observed con-

textual features ft, f̄ and previously predicted layout bt−1

as the input eGt . By translating such inputs into the corre-

sponding layout-aware contextual representation ct, the as-

sociated bounding box bt can be predicted accordingly. It is

worth pointing out that, in the aforementioned input eGt , we

do not directly apply the spatial coordinates and sizes to rep-

resent the bounding box feature bt−1. Instead, we project

such values into the same dimensional feature as those of

the contextual features ft and f̄ .

With derived ct, it would be transformed int bounding

box information bt. However, in order to introduce the gen-

erative ability to our model, we do not directly map ct into

bt. Inspired by [7, 14], we choose to model the distribution

of each ct by a Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM). Then,

each bounding box will be sampled from its corresponding

posterior distribution pθt(bt | ct), which is described by K

multivariate normal distributions with i indicating the i-th

distribution. Each distribution is parameterized by θt,i and

a magnitude factor πi. Mathematically, we have

pθt(bt | ct) =
K
∑

i=1

πiN (bt ; θt,i),

θt,i = (µx
t,i, µ

y
t,i, σ

x
t,i, σ

y
t,i, ρ

xy
t,i),

K
∑

i=1

πi = 1,

(2)

where N (bt; θt,i) denotes the multivariate normal distribu-

tion. Note that for θt, we have µx and µy denote the means,

σx and σy as the standard deviations, and ρxy as the cor-

relation coefficient, which describe the multivariate normal

distributions for the associated word (and bounding box).

To realize the above objective, we consider the bound-

ing box reconstruction loss Lbox , which maximizes the log-

likelihood of the generated GMM to fit that observed from

the training data. More precisely, we have Lbox calculated

using the generated GMM parameters θt and the location of

the ground-truth bounding box b̂t = (x̂t , ŷt , ŵt , ĥt):

Lbox = −
1

K
log(

K
∑

i=1

πiN (x̂t , ŷt , ŵt , ĥt ; θt,i)). (3)

We observe that, however, the above optimization task tends

to suffer from over-fitting problems (e.g., degeneration to

a Dirac delta function). Thus, as regularization, we addi-

tionally fit the GMM distributions to a multivariate normal
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Figure 3. Architecture of our Visual-Textual Co-Attention (VT-

CAtt) module. B denotes the coarse layout synthesized by G, and

C represents the contextual vectors produced by F in LT-Net. Mθ

indicates the refined attention weights, while WQ, WK , WV , and

WP are to be learned for performing co-attention. Note that ∆B

is the output describing the residual for each bounding box.

distribution Q (with the same mean same as θt and unit vari-

ance) by calculating LKL =
K
∑

i=1

DKL(Pi‖Qi).

3.3.2 Self-supervised relation consistency

In addition to the above objectives associated with bound-

ing box generation, we observe and enforce a novel Rela-

tion Consistency Loss Lrel as a self-supervision guidance.

That is, we additionally observe the consistency between

the box disparity of the relation word brel and that of the

corresponding subject-object pair ∆b = ((bsubx , bsuby ) −

(bobjx , bobjy )). Thus, this loss is calculated by the Mean

Square Error (MSE) between box disparity ∆b and brel :

Lrel =
1

N

∑

(∆b − brel)2, (4)

where N is the number of the relation pairs in S.

With the above objectives, our layout generator G can be

trained by minimizing the following loss terms:

Lgen = Lbox + λKLLKL + Lrel , (5)

where λKL indicates the regularization weight and is fix as

0.1 in this work for simplicity.

3.4. VisualTextual CoAttention for Layout Refine
ment

Recall that, as depicted in Fig. 2, the coarse layout out-

put B1:T = {b1, b2, ...bT } is generated for each individual

bounding box in a sequential fashion. Thus, it would be de-

sirable to refine such outputs into the final layout, so that

the complete set of bounding boxes and their associated se-

mantic information would be jointly exploited. To achieve

this, we present an Visual-Textual Co-Attention (VT-CAtt)

mechanism, which predicts the residual ∆B1 :T for updat-

ing each bounding box, leading to the final output B ′

1 :T .

The module of VT-CAtt is depicted in Fig. 3. We see that

such co-attention is based on the inputs of the coarse layout

B1 :T (as the visual feature) and the layout-aware contextual

representation C1:T = {c1, c2, ...cT } (as the semantic fea-

ture). For the depicted self-attention mechanism, the former

is utilized as both query and key), while the latter is taken as

value). More specifically, we perform matrix multiplication

to the projection of query WQ(B) and key WK(B) to ob-

tain the attention matrix M . We note that, since we generate

the coarse bounding box B from the GMM distribution, the

sampled bounding boxes with low probabilities are implied

less likely to be the desirable spatial outputs. Therefore, we

take the sampled GMM probability value as the confidence

value ǫ for the associated bounding box. Thus, the resulting

GMM-aware co-attention weight Mθ is calculated as:

Mθ
i,j =

ǫj · exp(Mi,j)
∑T

j=1
ǫj · exp(Mi,j)

, (6)

where Mθ
i,j denotes the contribution of the jth object to the

ith object in the layout, and ǫj is derived from calculating

the probability density of the coarse bounding box bj (i.e.,

pθj (bj)). We feed the course B and the feature vectors pro-

duced by VT-CAtt to a single linear layer to predict ∆B.

Similar to [18], we calculate the following refinement loss

Lref for updating this module:

Lref =

T
∑

t=1

λxy[(x
′

t − x̂t)
2 + (y′t − ŷt)

2]

+ λwh[(
√

w′

t −
√

ŵt)
2 + (

√

h′

t −

√

ĥt)
2],

(7)

where b′t = (x′

t, y
′

t, w
′

t, h
′

t) denotes each refined bounding

box, and b̂t represents the ground-truth one. With the ob-

jectives defined in equations (1), (5) and (7), our LT-Net can

be trained accordingly.

4. Experiments

4.1. Datasets

COCO-stuff. We perform our experiments on the

COCO-Stuff dataset [2], which augments a subset of the

COCO dataset [16] with additional stuff categories. Thus,

a total of 80 thing categories (car, dog, etc.) and 91 stuff

categories (sky, snow, etc.) are available, with 118K/5K an-

notated images for training/validation. For the relationship

annotations, we refer to Sg2Im [8], which utilizes coordi-

nates of the objects in images to construct synthetic scene

relationship. Following the definitions of the geometric re-

lationships in Sg2Im, a total of six relationships are consid-

ered: left of, right of, above, below, inside, and surrounding.

Visual Genome. The original Visual Genome

dataset [10] contains a large number of noisy annotation.
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Figure 4. Qualitative evaluation on COCO-Stuff and VG-MSDN. Each row shows the scene-graph input, ground truth layout and those

generated by different approaches. For visualization purposes, we apply the pretrained LostGAN [21] to convert the output layout into

images. Note that bounding boxes in green denote the layout components matching the given description, while those in red do not.

Thus, we consider the VG-MSDN dataset [15] instead,

which comprises more than 46K training images and a test-

ing set with 10K images. Note that Visual Genome deals

with a more challenging setting since 50 types of relation

are regarded, including both semantic and spatial relation

words such as verbs and prepositions. Please refer to our

supplementary material for the details about this dataset.

4.2. Qualitative results

Plausible layout generation. We compare our pro-

posed LT-Net with recent state-of-the-art models, including

Sg2Im [8], NDN [12] and CanonicalSg2Im [6], with results

shown in Fig. 4. From this figure, we observe that the out-

puts of CanonicalSg2Im, Sg2Im, and NDN did not neces-

sarily match the relations between the objects (i.e., bound-

ing boxes shown in red), while our LT-Net was able to gen-

erate consistent layout components with the given textual

descriptions (i.e., bounding boxes shown in green), espe-

cially on the more challenging dataset of VG-MSDN.

Spatially-diverse layout generation. In Fig. 5(a), we

show example layout generation results given the same

scene graph input. We see that spatial diversity can be

produced by our model, while semantic plausibility is pre-

served. It is worth repeating that, this is due to our modeling

of GMM distributions at the decoder layer, which turns LT-

Net into a generative model for output stochasticity. Addi-

tional qualitative results and comparisons with previous lay-

out generation works on spatial diversity can be found in our

supplementary materials. More importantly, we later quan-

titatively compare to recent methods on this and present the

results (in terms of diversity scores) in Table 2.

Conceptually-diverse scene graph generation. A key

novelty of our LT-Net is to manipulate implicit objects and

relations in the input SG. As shown in Fig. 5(b), our model

successfully added additional objects like person or grass

which is not explicitly presented in the input. More impor-

tantly, with such inferred objects/relations, the final layouts

still exhibit sufficient plausibility. Please refer to our sup-

plementary materials for more qualitative results.

4.3. Quantitative results

4.3.1 Evaluation metrics

For quantitative evaluation, we consider the following dif-

ferent four metrics:

(1) Mean intersection over union (mIOU). The mIOU

score measures how well the generated layout fits the

ground truth bounding box information.

(2) Relation accuracy. The relation accuracy only con-

siders the relation with explicit spatial meaning (i.e., left

of, right of, above and below). Since the Visual Genome

dataset contains the relation other than these spatial descrip-

tion such as wear, hold, we only calculate the relation accu-

racy on the MSCOCO dataset. We randomly select 1000

images and calculate the relation accuracy for each pair of

objects by measuring the x, y distances between the boxes.

Assuming that better layouts imply images produced

with improved quality, we convert the output layouts to

images using the pretrained layout-to-image model Lost-

GAN [21], and take the following metrics for comparisons:

(3) Fréchet inception distance (FID) to evaluate the qual-
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Figure 5. Example layout outputs with (a) spatial and (b) conceptual diversity. Note that each row in (a) shows layouts conditioned on

the same input, while objects and relations inferred from the input are additionally recovered in (b) (in orange bounding boxes).

Model Rel Img

Layout Image

mIOU (↑)

COCO

mIOU (↑)

VG-MSDN

Rel. Acc. (↑)

COCO

FID (↓)

COCO

FID (↓)

VG-MSDN

D.S. (↑)

COCO

D.S. (↑)

VG-MSDN

Sg2Im X X 0.29 ±0.06 0.168 ±0.043 49.12 ±0.29 69.2 ±0.4 92.1 ±1.7 0.50 ±0.01 0.41 ±0.02
NDN X 0.33 ±0.04 - 48.89 ±0.67 90.9 ±0.9 - 0.55 ±0.02 -

CanonicalSg2Im X 0.42 ±0.01 0.174 ±0.025 50.12 ±0.21 97.9 ±1.0 101.6 ±0.7 0.49 ±0.02 0.42 ±0.01
Ours X 0.49 ±0.03 0.183 ±0.036 51.36 ±0.45 76.8 ±0.3 99.8 ±1.7 0.53 ±0.03 0.45 ±0.001

Table 2. Quantitative evaluation. Note that Rel denotes the ability in exploiting relations between objects during training, and Img

indicates the additional requirement of ground-truth images for training. Note that NDN is not evaluated on VG-MSDN since they require

complete graph annotation as inputs. The bold numbers represent the best scores, and the underline ones are the second highest.

ity of the generated images based on our predicted layouts

via measuring the distance between the generated distribu-

tion and the real image input.

(4) Diversity score. (D.S.) We calculate the diversity score

using the LPIPS metric proposed by [28]. The LPIPS met-

ric measures the diversity of the generated images via com-

puting the distances between the generated image pairs at

AlexNet [11] feature space.

4.3.2 Quantitative comparisons

Layout generation. Table 2 compares our LT-Net with

Sg2Im [8], NDN [12] and CanonicalSg2Im [6]. We see

that our LT-Net achieved the best mIOU and relation accu-

racy scores among all methods. This verifies the design of

our LT-Net in encoding contextual features while enforcing

layout recovery with relation consistency.

Image generation. In Table 2, we additionally demon-

strate the effectiveness of our model for the downstream

task of image generation. From this table, we see that Our

LT-Net reported comparable or improved FID and diversity

scores, confirming the plausibility and diversity of the gen-

erated images. It is worth pointing out that, while the best

FID scores were reported by Sg2Im [8], it requires ground-

truth images during training, while other methods (includ-

ing ours) do not have such a requirement.

We note that, for the above experiments, we randomly

split the testing set into 5 groups and report the associated

mean and standard deviation, which follows the settings ap-

plied in [8]. To sum up, our model quantitatively performed

favorably against state-of-the-art methods, supporting the

use of our model for producing plausible and satisfactory

layout or image outputs.

4.4. Ablation studies

4.4.1 Learning contextual embedding from scene

graph inputs

We first conduct ablation studies verifying the design of the

LT-Net encoder (i.e., object/relation predictor). As listed in

Table 3, the baseline model (in the first row) contains only

word embedding and segment embedding as inputs, which
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Obj

ID

PoP

ID

Masked

Acc

Obj ID

Acc

PoP ID

Acc

74.45 ±0.52 92.27 ±0.17 83.16 ±0.05
X 85.68 ±0.21 91.87 ±0.19 99.89 ±0.01

X 75.73 ±0.08 96.26 ±0.13 83.19 ±0.06
X X 87.12 ±0.17 96.21 ±0.17 99.99 ±0.01

Table 3. Ablation studies on input embedding using the accuracy

score on masked word, object ID and POP ID. We show that object

ID and POP ID embeddings utilized in LT-Net particularly resulted

in improve masked accuracy.

Model
C. Box

mIOU
(↑)

R. Box

mIOU
(↑) FID (↓) D.S. (↑)

Baseline 0.43 ±0.01 - 85.6 ±0.3 0.54 ±0.03
+ Lrel 0.45 ±0.02 - 81.8 ±0.9 0.53 ±0.06
+ VT-CAtt 0.46 ±0.01 0.49 ±0.02 75.3 ±0.8 0.53 ±0.02
+ ǫ 0.46 ±0.04 0.49 ±0.03 76.8 ±0.3 0.53 ±0.03

Table 4. Ablation studies of LT-Net on COCO-Stuff. Note that

Lrel and ǫ denote the Relation Consistency Loss and confidence

score weight, respectively. For each added component, we train

the LT-Net for 50 epochs and report the results on the testing set.)

are the default inputs of BERT [4]. From rows 2 to 4 in Ta-

ble 3, we further compare the performances of the encoder

with different combination of embeddings. From the results

listed in this table, we see that our design of input embed-

ding achieved the best accuracy across different categories,

and thus would be preferable in exploiting co-occurrences

between objects and relationships.

4.4.2 Design of LT-Net

Table 4 lists the performances and compares contributions

of the deployed modules in our LT-Net. The baseline model

in Table 4 only includes the Obj/Rel predictor P and lay-

out generator G, with P pretrained ass the masked language

model, while G is trained using only Lbox and LKL. To

confirm our introduction and enforcement of relation con-

sistency during training, we apply this objective to the base-

line model, and report the results in the second row of Ta-

ble 4. With the added Visual-Textual Co-Attention (VT-

CAtt) module, the layout outputs are further refined, with

results listed in the third row of Table 4. We note that,

we further consider the confidence score ǫ) for each ob-

ject/relation during the co-attention refinement process. By

comparing the performances listed in Table 4, we see that

the full version of our LT-Net achieved the best performance

in terms of both layout and image generation. Thus, the de-

sign of our LT-Net can be successfully verified.

Decoder C. Box mIOU (↑) FID (↓) D.S. (↑)

Linear 0.40 ±0.03 225.5 ±1.2 0.42 ±0.01
Gaussian 0.43 ±0.03 114.9 ±8.4 0.52 ±0.01
GMM 0.43 ±0.01 85.6 ±0.3 0.54 ±0.03

Table 5. Ablation studies of Gaussian Mixture Model. Note that

D.S. denote the diversity score. For each row, we train the LT-Net

for 50 epochs and report the results on the testing set.)

4.4.3 Fitting Gaussian Mixture Models

Finally, we conduct ablation experiments to verify and sup-

port the use of GMM distribution matching in our layout

predictor G, and the results are shown in Table 5. In this

table, we consider two different modules for distribution

matching: linear module directly uses the linear layer to

predict coordinates of the bounding boxes in the layout with

the regression loss. Gaussian module is applied to replace

each GMM (i.e., a Gaussian distribution for each bounding

box) for training LT-Net with the same objective functions.

Comparing these two methods, we see that our GMM de-

coder not only achieved the best mIOU score (in fitting the

ground-truth bounding boxes), it further exhibits the abil-

ity of our LT-Net in producing diverse yet plausible images

translated from the sampled layouts (i.e., with improved

FID and diversity scores).

5. Conclusion

We proposed a generative model of LayoutTransformer

Network (LT-Net) for text-conditioned layout generation.

The unique design of the encoder in LT-Net not only en-

codes objects and relations explicitly presented in the in-

put scene graph, it also exploits the implicit ones and al-

lows manipulation of conceptually diverse yet plausible out-

puts. The decoder of LT-Net translates the encoded contex-

tual features into layouts n terms of bounding boxes. With

the enforcement of GMM-like distributions at the decoder

layer, together with the self-supervised relation consistency,

spatially diverse layouts can be further produced. A post-

processing module of visual-textual co-attention jointly ob-

serves the contextual information from the scene graph and

sequentially produced bounding boxes, allowing the out-

put to be further refined with semantic and visual plausibil-

ity guarantees. We conducted experiments on COCO and

VG-MSDN datasets, which qualitatively and quantitatively

demonstrated the effectiveness of our model over state-of-

the-art layout generation methods.
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